FREESTANDING REFRIGERATORS

FRESH THINKING ABOUT
REFRIGERATOR STORAGE
The industry’s first 5-door
freestanding refrigerator is a
response to our consumer’s
need for precise organization.
Two drawers beneath the
refrigerator compartment –
one climate controlled and
the other dedicated for
produce storage – create a
variety of storage options
for fresh ingredients.

Temperature-Controlled
Drawer

Produce Drawer

PRESERVA® FOOD CARE SYSTEM

A MULTI-LEVEL REVOLUTION

The Preserva® Food Care System combines three technologies to help manage humidity levels, assure crisp
produce and eliminate odors inside the refrigerator. But an equally compelling benefit is the way it helps
protect frozen items like ice cream and produce from freezer burn that can harm their taste and texture.

The response to refrigerator
storage has taken many
twists and turns. Having the
refrigerator below a freezer,
above a freezer and with
French doors are just a few of
the ways that manufacturers
have tried to match refrigerator
design and performance.
The new KitchenAid® 5-door
refrigerator takes refrigerator
storage to a new level with
dedicated compartments that
provide adjustable climate
control for different foods.

PRODUCE DRAWER
In addition to providing
ample storage for
fresh-picked seasonal
favorites, the produce
drawer includes a
Produce Preserver
which absorbs ethylene
gas that is produced
by certain fruits and
vegetables. The sealed
drawer helps to maximize
humidity levels inside
the drawer.

DUAL EVAPORATORS

PRODUCE PRESERVER

FRESHFLOW™ AIR FILTER

Provide a dedicated refrigeration
unit to help keep food fresh
longer and a separate system
for frozen food.

Absorbs ethylene emitted
by certain types of fresh produce
to help delay over-ripening.*

15X more effective than
baking soda at reducing
common food odors.
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* Based on commonly purchased produce.

TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED
DRAWER
This drawer allows five
distinct food zones to be
created depending on storage
needs. Meat or Fish, Cold Drinks,
Greens or Herbs, Deli or Cheese,
and Thaw or Marinate allow a
precise temperature to be set
within nine degrees of the
refrigerator set point.

STORAGE OPTIONS
This multi-door refrigerator delivers additional storage options that
help retain the flavor of delicate ingredients like oregano, rosemary
and thyme while making use of every inch of the refrigerator
to keep items used in food prep close at hand.

HOW IT WORKS
Each setting changes the
internal temperature of the drawer
for different items. For example,
the Cold Drinks setting provides
a quick chill to get beverages cold
before serving, while selecting
Thaw or Marinate allows meats
to be kept in a proper environment
before they need to be cooked.

A full-width compartment makes
clever use of previously unused space.

32°F

34°F

36°F

38°F

39°F

The angled floor of this
specially-designed container
keeps the stems of herbs wet
without covering the leaves.
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FREESTANDING REFRIGERATORS
SATINGLIDE® SYSTEM WITH
SOFT, SELF-CLOSE DRAWERS
Here are features your customers have to experience for
themselves. Rollers and glides on the interior shelves and bins
provide smooth, quiet operation, and a soft-close mechanism
allows the exterior drawers to close like fine furniture.
While you’re showing off the interior, open one door
to show them how the auto-close feature keeps one door
shut while the other closes, removing a common objection
of a French door design.

PLATINUM INTERIOR
AVAILABLE
Model KRMF706E
provides a premium look
with silver glossy walls
that complement the
metallic accents found
inside the refrigerator.

KITCHENAID® FREESTANDING 5-DOOR REFRIGERATORS
KRMF606E

KRMF706E

36-Inch

36-Inch

Standard-Depth

Standard-Depth

25.8 Cu. Ft. Capacity

25.8 Cu. Ft. Capacity

White Interior Design

Platinum Interior Design

Measured Fill

Measured Fill

In-Door-Ice System

In-Door-Ice® System

2 Soft, Self-Closing Drawers

2 Soft, Self-Closing Drawers

3-Tier Freezer Drawer

3-Tier Freezer Drawer
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